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NORTHWEST ARKANSAS 

HANDWEAVERS GUILD 

 MAY 2021 

 

A NOTE FROM YOUR PRESIDENT  
 

Happy May! 

Are you dying or 

dyeing?  We all are 

dying of course, but 

are you dyeing your 

fiber or cloth?   

As many of you know 

my other passion is 

botanical printing on 

fabric or paper, and 

that may also include 

the use of natural and 

synthetic dyes.  

 

Yes, I am the 

crazy lady 

walking 

around the 

park, picking 

up leaves 

and putting 

them in my 

bucket!  I 

have 

prepared my 

husband for 

the call from 

the local authorities!  The leaves have all popped out, so beware! Please see Lee’s note below 

on programming for this month’s meeting.  Hopefully it will be the last Zoom meeting!  

 

Officers, 2020-22 
 

Cari Kessler – President  

Lee Rodriguez – VP (‘20-‘21) 

Sara Broderick – Secretary 

Gayle Pace – Treasurer 
 

VPs Elect (‘21-‘22) 

Programs - Cecelia Jaffe, Roberta 

Hamilton, Gary Hansford 

Workshops/Study Groups – Marty 

Benson 

 

Contact us: 

P.O. Box 1635 
Springdale, AR  72765 
nwahandweaversguild@gmail.com 

 

Find us: 

On the web at 
nwahandweaversguild.com  
and on Facebook 
 

Join us: 

 
10:00am on the 2nd Saturday of 

the month, unless announced 

otherwise, at: 

Shiloh Meeting Hall, an annex of 

the Shiloh Museum of Ozark 

History 

121 West Huntsville Ave. 

Springdale, AR 72764 
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Meeting Information 

Shiloh Meeting Hall continues to be closed, the weather is somewhat unpredictable in the spring, 

and everyone has not had the opportunity to receive a vaccination or their second vaccination 

(Please do!).  Shiloh’s grounds are being used for an event on our June meeting date; the 

Meeting Hall grounds are available but provide no shade or shelter. Shiloh Square Pavilion next 

to Walter Turnbow Park at 106 E Emma St, in Springdale is available, so we may bring lawn 

chairs and brown bag/snack and try to meet there.  More on this next month. 

Zoom Information 

As you have surmised by now, I forgot to record last month’s meeting, so sorry!  Please remind 

me as I am trying to do many things at once! Hopefully you will attend the live meeting if you can.  

The recordings will be available until the Friday before the next meeting.  I will then delete the 

previous recording to make room for the new one if needed.  Please check your inbox for the 

invitation on Friday, May 7th from my personal email.  If you do not get one for some reason, 

please let me know. 

Show and Share and Program Photos 

Please send photos to my personal email address no later than10:00pm on May 7th to be 

included in the slideshow during the guild meeting.   

See you on Zoom!  Cari 

 

 

 

A NOTE FROM YOUR VICE PRESIDENT - Programs 

Happy spring everyone!  

I’ve had a request to list the books that I reviewed during last month’s program.  You can find 
information about each item in the minutes of the last meeting.  Thanks to Sara for her 
comprehensive notes and the fine job she does as guild secretary! 

For our May meeting, we will be meeting on Zoom.  We will be sharing our experiences with 
dyeing fiber, including protein fiber and other natural fibers.  If you have pictures to share please 
email them to Cari. I hope there will be a good representation of dyeing the different fibers and 
pictures of items produced!  

The June meeting is still to be determined. Hopefully we will meet in person at a park.  – Lee 
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Selections about Natural Dyeing 
from the Bookshelf of Cari Kessler 

 
Wild Color, by Jenny Dean. This is my go-to book for all things 
natural dyeing. Included are instructions for natural foraged dye 
plants as well as extracts and purchased dye stuff.  An important 
note:  the key to the color swatches is kind of hidden on page 21. 
 

The Art and Science of Natural Dyes, 
by Joy Boutrup and Cartharine Ellis. 
This book is the text book for natural 
dyeing, everything you ever wanted 
to know and some things you would 
be surprised at, like how to make an 
acid dye out of most dye baths.  Very 
appealing to chemistry-oriented 
people and those wanting some in-
depth information. 

 

harvesting color, by 
Rebecca Burgess. This is 
a book that only contains 
plants that grow in the 
United States, a map for 
each plant is included. 
The book is divided by 
season and includes 
many beautiful photos. 

 

A Dyer’s Garden, by Rita Buchanan. 
This book has been around for 
several years but has a list and 
instructions for readily available dye 
plants that could be included in any 
flower bed. 

 

Nature Provides, Dyes for Rainbows, by Carol Leigh Brack-Kasier.  I 
would be remiss if I didn’t mention this book from one of “local” 
authors.  She is the leading expert in poke berry dyeing that is 
plentiful in this area. 
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Northwest Arkansas Handweavers’ Guild 
Minutes of the April 10, 2021 Meeting 

The Northwest Arkansas Handweavers’ Guild met on Saturday, March13, 2021 via Zoom.  President Cari 
Kessler called to order at 10:00 and welcomed members.  There were no guests today.  Member Anitra 
Fay was able to join the meeting for the first time in a while. 

 
Meeting minutes and the treasurer’s report had no additions or corrections and were approved as 
published. 
 
Old Business.    
 
Demos - After the meeting last month, Laura followed up with the Rogers Historical Museum.  They said 
that they would take us on any grounds that we were willing to participate.  By next month, Laura 
expects to have a better idea of what Shiloh Museum is wanting for their summer camp program. We will 
discuss both next month. 
Peggy mentioned that Cane Hill is planning to do their annual festival in September.  Laura advised that 
the guild hasn’t been invited to participate, but they would probably agree to us participate. Peggy 
advised that the lacemaker’s guild is planning on participating, assuming that the COVID numbers are 
down.   

 
Membership - The guild has received another e-mail from someone moving to the area.  We’ve received 
several of those in the past 6 months or so.   

 
Library – Mary Harp announced that Jackie Kurtt has donated a bunch of books to the library, including 
many tapestry books.  Mary will send a listing of the books to Deb for the newsletter. 

 
There were no updates for the newsletter. 

 
Programs - Lee suggested a program for next month discussing and sharing our experiences with natural 
dying.   

 
New Business 

 
We’re planning to have our first in-person meeting in June at a location to be determined.  Plan is to 
brown bag our snacks.  Suggestions included Shiloh Square or Turnbow Park.  Sara will do some research 
and follow-up.   

 
MAFA - mafafiber.org - Registration opens today for members and associate members for their 
conference. 

 
Tien & Janet - Registration opened yesterday for the stash-busting weave along.  There was also interest 
in having Natalie teach a workshop next year on deflected double weave.   
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Show & Share -  

 

 Sara Broderick shared the M&W towels that she has on the loom, and some dog leashes that she 
wove on her inkle loom. 

 Laura shared a scarf that she made from a kit from Yarn Barn. Warp is deep red tencel, and the 
weft is space-dyed wool & mohair.  The pattern included 28 pattern picks, which Laura can still 
recite.  She got it because she had never used tencel before.  She doesn’t know that she’ll ever 
use tencel again, since she had so many broken warp threads.  She had to have the weights in zip 
lock bags because the weights kept getting tangled. 

 Cari shared pictures of her deflected doubleweave scarf that she did in the course with Natalie 
Drummond.  She took pictures outside of it and another scarf woven on the remainder of the 
weft.  She also shared another scarf from a weave along that she did last summer.  All of them 
included tencel.  

 Roberta shared pictures of her lambs. She has 20 lambs this spring - 8 sets of twins and 12 
singles. 

 
Program  

 
Lee had cabin fever during the two weeks of bitter weather, so she ordered a bunch of books, DVDs, 
warps, and selvages.   

 Weaver’s Book of 8-Shaft Patterns - This is a good resource book, with all kinds of different 
patterns, and each chapter explains the weave structure.  Strickler in Color is the Facebook page 
for this book.  In order to join, you’ll have to answer a question from the first few pages of the 
book. 

 Designing with Blocks for Handweaving - This was a good book and not too hard to 
understand.  This included basic block designs, profile drafts, designing practice and analysis. It 
also has some projects up to 20 shafts 

 Shadow Weave Simply: Understanding the Weave Structure - This book talks about the weave 
structure and the draft.  Shadow weave works with two weave structures - overshot & twill.  The 
book explains the structure in simple terms and offers 25 projects for 4 or 8 shafts, including 
different project types 

 Weaving Innovations from the Bateman Collection - Dr. Bateman was a chemistry professor, who 
started weaving after retiring.  He extended weaving into new structures.  Most of his weaving 
structures used up to 4 blocks per shaft.  In this book, drafts have been adapted to rising shaft 
looms and modern weaving draft set ups.  This is a good book to review 

 Ikat: The Essential Handbook to Weaving with Resists - The author Mary Zicafoose lives in 
Nebraska, and the book focuses on different types of ikat.  It tells you how to stretch, wrap, warp, 
weave, & dye the yarn.  It also includes dyeing with indigo & synthetic dyes.  This is a good 
resource for ikat.  

 Weaving Deflected Double Weave - This is a 79-minute DVD with Madelyn van der Hoogt.  She 
provides extreme detail about this weave structure. This DVD shows examples of cloth that’s 
made, weaving drafts, and how to design projects.  She also includes weaving techniques for 
good selvage and even blocks. 

 Warp Painting Plus - Garment Design & Construction Tips - This DVD provides clear explanation of 
supplies needed, how to mix the colors, soak and paint the warp, and then how to weave a 
scarf.  There is also information given on how to weave a blouse, including how to construct the 
blouse.   
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Laura shared some of what she’s been reading over the past year.  She’s gathered books about color. 

 A Perfect Red: Empire, Espionage, and the Quest for the Color of Desire is about the history of 
cochineal, and was very interesting.    

 Mauve: How One Man Invented a Color That Changed the World is about the history of the color 
mauve.  It includes a lot of political implications about trade and trade barriers. 

 Indigo: Egyptian Mummies to Blue Jeans discusses the history of indigo. 

 The Golden Thread: How Fabric Changed History is a cultural history of the essential fabrics of 
history.  

 The Secret Lives of Color is a book about the history of color.  Each color has its own page or more 
about its history, where it comes from, popularity and exclusivity. 

 The Indigo Girl is a novel about the history of indigo in the United States. 

 Overshot: The Political Aesthetics of Woven Textiles from the Antebellum South & Beyond - It’s 
going to be a difficult read; it’s about the aesthetic of overshot as it was used in the antebellum 
South.  

 Home Life in Colonial Days is a historical text about life in the colonial era. 
 
Cari noted a new book by Janet Phillips, along with her previous books:    

 Exploring Woven Fabrics, Weaver’s Book of Fabric Design, and Designing Woven Fabrics - All by 
Janet Phillips.  They’re great resource books. Exploring Woven Fabrics is her latest and is only 
available in the US at lonestarloomroom.com.  

 
The meeting adjourned at 11:01 AM. 

 

 

 

 

Treasurer’s Report 

Statement of Activities 

For the month ended March 31, 2021 

General Fund Cash In Cash Out  
Cash on hand, 3/31/21   9,936.53 
Cash Receipts:  Dues 15.00  15.00 
Cash Disbursements:  None    
Ending Cash Balance, 4/30/21   9,951.53 
    

Stewart Fund    
Beginning Balance, 3/31/21   2,408.92 
No change    
Ending Balance, 4/30/21   2,408.92 

 

NOTE:  Because the changes in the guild’s financial statements are usually small and infrequent, 

the Treasurer’s Report will be presented quarterly rather than monthly beginning with the next 

newsletter.  
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APRIL SHOW AND SHARE: 

 

 

 

Sara Broderick: Towel on the 

loom and Inkle dog leashes  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cari Kessler: Deflected double 

weave scarf and shawl from same 

warp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Laura Redford:  

Scarves with tencel warp 

 and wool/mohair weft 

 

 

Genny Olsen:   

Three towels from 

 leftover warp 
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A WEAVING HISTORY QUIZ   

from Guild Historian Michael Skopp 

 

 
When the guild was established in 1949, 

what was the annual membership dues for 

the guild?  

 
a.      25 cents 
b.       50 cents 
c.       One dollar 
d.       Five dollars 

 

Answer: A 

When the guild was first formed annually 
dues were just twenty-five cents.   

Also in 1949, the average cost of a car was about $1,650.00 and the average cost of a house was approx. 
$14,500.  Average cost of a loaf of bread was only 13 cents, a gallon of milk was 84 cents and a pound of 
bacon was 50 cents.  Average annual income in 1949 was between $2,950 and $3,600 and the minimum 
wage was 40 cents per hour.  

 
Donation: 
Former member, Ed Thompson, recently donated several items to the guild including boat 
and rag shuttles, bobbins, a book on finger weaving and several decorative spools 
probably from a commercial mill. (One large one would make a great lamp.) The items not 
put into service in our loom rental program will be included in the next guild swap and 
shop. THANK YOU, ED! 

 

DEMONSTRATION – VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 

The Rogers Historical Museum will celebrate the 140th 

anniversary of the founding of the City of Rogers on June 5, 10 

am-4 pm, with many activities for children and adults. The 

Guild, along with other traditional artists such as the wood 

carvers and smockers, have been invited to demonstrate our 

craft. We have been assigned a terrific space in the Hailey 

Building with a great backdrop for display. Laura is 

coordinating this effort and would like to have two weavers for 

the morning session and two for the afternoon. We will NOT 

allow the general public to weave on our looms at this event. 

At this time, masks will be required but that may change by 

June 5. If you are interested in helping, contact Laura.  
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Member:  Peggy Bowen 

 
Birth Month:  June   
 
How did you start weaving:  When Peggy was 8-10 years old, her family visited Nantucket MA 
where weaving was being demonstrated on a floor loom. Those memories are still with her 
today, as she can still see the pink and white fabric been woven in either damask or overshot. 
After marriage, her husband made her an inkle loom, which she enjoyed very much.  After she 
was then told that she might lose the sight in the one eye she has vision in, Peggy decided that if 
she was going to weave on a floor loom, she better get doing it!  After consulting with Sue 
Stewart, she bought a Schacht Baby Wolf, took a beginning weaving class and was on her way! 
Several years, five doctors, and successful cataract surgery later, her vision is restored. 
 
Favorite loom: Like most first looms, her Baby Wolf is her favorite.  She likes playing with her 
feet on the treadles.  She still uses her inkle loom for demonstrations with children.  Peggy also 
has a small table loom. 
 
Favorite yarn:  Long warps in cottolin, are her go-to for the annual oversized towel gifts for her 
family. She told then that she would haunt them if they didn’t wear them out!  
 
Favorite structure: Overshot is Peggy’s favorite structure.  She has made several of the 
patterns from Marguerite Davidson’s book as well as one from Ozark Coverlets.  
 
Guild activities:  Peggy has been a member of NWAHG since 1997. 
 
Current project:  She is currently weaving “A Thousand Flowers” from the Davidson book and 
hopes to explore the honeycomb structure soon. 
 
Other activities:  Lace making is her favorite and 
most relaxing activity. It is meditative and makes 
all her troubles disappear. Peggy is President of 
the Dogwood Lace Guild until someone else is 
willing – the group has a FB page if you are 
interested. She also knits, crochets, reads and 
gardens.  As a retired kindergarten teacher, she 
volunteers at schools and her local library. With 
extended family all over, the US, Canada, and 
France, she is looking forward to being able to 
travel again. 

Member Spotlight: 

Peggy Bowen 

 
Favorite Book of  

Peggy Bowen 
 

Marguerite Davidson’s  

A Handweaver’s Pattern Book 
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 Buy or Sell 

Ads run for 3 months and are limited to 5 lines.  To post an ad or renew after 3 months, email your listing to the guild at 

nwahandweaversguild@gmail.com 

 

 

 

GUILD CALENDAR 

DATE EVENT TOPIC LOCATION 

May 8 Monthly Meeting Member experience with natural dyes ZOOM 

June 5 Demonstration City of Rogers 140th Anniversary 
Rogers Historical 

Museum 

June 12 Monthly Meeting TBA TBA 

June 21  
July 19 

Demonstration 
Shiloh Museum of Ozark History 

summer History Camps 
On-line, 

 details pending 

 

 

SPINNINGWHEEL FOR SALE:  Ashford traveler spinning wheel plus jumbo flyer for 

sale.  Wheel is in great shape, I’m just downsizing a little.  $450.  Please email me for 

additional info or pictures.  Jbeweavin@yahoo.com (4/21) 

Guild Resources:  

Library.  Contact Librarian Mary Harp to 

check out a book.  Library catalog is 

available at 

https://cloud.collectorz.com/nwahg/books/. 

 

Loom & Equipment Rental.  Contact 

Equipment Chair Laura Redford.  See the 

back cover of the Guild Yearbook for 

available items and rates.   

 

 

LOOM FOR SALE:  Ahrens & Violette Folding Dobby Loom – first looms Ahrens & 
Violette produced, 1980-82, has also been called a “witch loom” (I have no idea 
why).  $1,000; 36 inch weaving width; breast beam/back beam folds for easy storage; 12 
harnesses, 1200 texsolv heddles, 24 Dobby Bars, 145 Dobby pins. 15 dent reed, needs 
some TLC.  Local pick-up, southwest Missouri. Will negotiate delivery within 100 miles. Lots 
of pictures available upon request. girenner@msn.com  (5/21) 
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